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A NEW PRESS
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FOR A NEW YEAR!

WEDGE has added a new 45 Ton Minster
press to our line. This press is capable of running your stampings at a crushing pace of
120 stroke per minute! This brings the Wedge
press count to 46.

NEW PRODUCT
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For those of you that are unaware,
Wedge press capacity is from 1/2 to 400
Ton. Our plans for the future are to add to
our facilities over the coming years. This
means new more efficient equipment for
your benefit.

COLORED LUBE CAP PLUGS

WEDGE has some new additions to our
LUBE CAP PLUG product line. In addition to
our existing black rubber plug, we have
added two additional colors to our inventory.
They are…

We also have the capability to make any
custom color. Please feel free to contact
us for pricing and samples.

RED & YELLOW.
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3.360 DIA-LUBE CAP

WEDGE is proud to introduce a New 3.360
Diameter Dust Cap to our LUBE CAP product line. Please call us for pricing and samples.

RUBBER ASSOCIATES, INC. Happens to be our customer
as well as a supplier. They have been a Manufacturer of
Custom Molded Rubber Products since 1953. Their plant
is located in Barberton, Ohio employing over 100 people.
Rubber Associates services a wide variety of industries, some of
them are: Automotive O.E. and Aftermarket, Trucks, Busses and
RV’s, Plumbing, and Electronic Applications. From general purpose
to highly engineered formulations, your requirements will be precisely
met. Compression Transfer: 6” to 54” platens, Knock-out tables and

/

PIPE CAPS

In addition to our popular steel pipe
caps, we are now stocking most sizes in
aluminum.

Hydraulic Mold Movers. Injection Molding: 60 to 440 Ton.
Rubber to Metal Bonding...The list of capabilities Rubber
Associates can provide you with is almost endless.
Contracted services include Pre-forming, De-Flashing in their
cryogenic machines (really cool), as well as Post Treatments. Putting their resources to work for you is easy, begin
by
utilizing
the
“My
Project”
tools
at
www.rubberassociates.com or contact them at (330) 7452186.

Trivial Trivia!

1. First toilet ever seen on television…
2. The only 15 letter word that is spelled without repeating a letter…

Oh, by the way…The first 5 individuals to return correct answers to the Trivial Trivia at
the left will get a Prize. I can’t say its worth its
weight in gold, but it is totally free!

3. Official Rock Song of Ohio...

So play along!
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